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 The advent of computer-controlled linear accelerators has resulted in efficient, automated techniques for varying the 
radiation intensity within treatment fields.  This type of field compensation is produced using dynamic collimator motion rather than 
physical (differential) filters.  Dynamic delivery techniques have been introduced which utilize either the independent collimators or 
multileaf collimators to produce both generic or patient-specific dose distributions. 

Dynamic field compensation was initially accomplished by using filterless wedges.  While avoiding many of the 
disadvantages inherent in physical wedges, the filterless wedge introduces new difficulties for dosimetric commissioning and 
treatment planning.  Additionally, commercial implementations of this technique demonstrate a variety of differences the user should 
be familiar with, including, for example, the dose per programmed monitor unit. 

Patient specific dose distributions may be accomplished using dynamic delivery with multileaf collimators. Both 
segmented and dynamic MLC IMRT delivery techniques involve a complex interplay between delivered dose, dose rate, leaf position 
and motion.  Different approaches have been proposed for both jaw replacement and tertiary MLC systems.  In general, MLC 
acceptance, commissioning and quality assurance requirements for dynamic delivery far exceed those associated with static field 
shaping because beam output for small fields depends much more significantly of leaf position accuracy.   

The objective of this course is to present an overview of the dosimetric aspects of dynamic field delivery.  For filterless 
wedges, an introduction to the current commercial systems available for use will be discussed, along with the dosimetric 
considerations for clinical implementation.  An overview of dynamic MLC systems currently employed will also be presented, with 
emphasis on the recommended quality assurance testing performed prior to and during an IMRT program. 

 
Educational Objectives: 
1. Describe the principles and dosimetric aspects of filterless wedges. 
2. Describe the application and dosimetric aspects of independent collimators. 
3. Describe the general principles of field compensation and intensity modulation. 
4. Describe dosimetric aspects that are specific to intensity modulation with a MLC system. 

 
 


